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We aim to understand whether differences in the three phenomena are reflected in their 

distributional behaviour, using a distributional semantics approach (see, e.g., Firth, 

1968; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Mikolov et al., 2013). We look at phenomena in 

Czech, Polish, Russian, Finnish.  

Czech: The Czech noun rande ‘date’ is uninflected. However, it (and others) can adopt 

t-stem inflections (e.g. like kotě ‘kitten’). This leads to overabundance, but it appears 

that neither the uninflected form rande nor the t-stem form randat is entirely acceptable 

in the gen. pl.  

Polish: Uninflectedness may be partial, as with  muzeum ‘museum’ (Kotyczka 1980: 

95, 105-6; Tokarski 1993: 257).  

Russian: defectiveness (gen. pl. of nouns) may be associated with peculiar distributional 

semantics. The relevant class uses the stem as exponent of the gen. pl (Chuang et al 

2022).  

Finnish: pronoun forms such as tuolla (abl. sg.) may be used as uninflected adverbial 

forms.  

Defectiveness in the Czech example suggests that emergence of paradigmatic contrasts 

may change the status of a bare stem from being considered merely uninflected. 

However, emergence of paradigmatic contrasts seems to be unproblematic in the case 

of the partially uninflected Polish example. The Russian data suggests that 

defectiveness may involve an issue with associating distributional features with bare 

stems, while the Finnish data suggests that distributional divergence that does not 

impinge on certainty around paradigm structure of the same lexeme may be less of a 

problem. An understanding of the distributional properties of the features associated 

with these phenomena will provide a clearer picture beyond the basic assumption of 

featural inertness usually associated with uninflectedness. 
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